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Chapter 2347 Orell Lin’s Suggestion

Yes, the man in front of him who claims to be Solmen Chan’s disciple is not Solmen
Chan’s apprentice at all, but his junior. He has practiced martial arts for decades, but
compared with Solmen Chan, his strength is almost the same.

And Croven Li and the others, received Mark’s training in just one month.

Even if Mark’s medicated bath and the Azure Dragon Body Refining were more powerful,
it would never be possible to make up for decades of cultivation gap in such a short
period of time.

Therefore, their previous defeat is really normal.

However, Wu Yang naturally did not understand these things.

He is a soldier, and he has no knowledge of martial arts, let alone Solmen Chan and the
others.

The only thing he saw was Croven Li and the others. Under Solmen Chan’s disciple,
they had not gone through a single move.

This kind of comparison naturally made Wu Qiang angry.

After returning to the room, Wu Yang instructed Orell Lin to contact Mark and
immediately let him return to the military area. He wanted to deal with him face to face!

“Commander, I’ve already contacted just now. Mark doesn’t answer the phone at all.”

“It seems that he is guilty of himself, so he dare not answer the phone with a guilty
conscience.”

Orell Lin made up a lie and said with jealousy.

“Continue to fight, just say it was Wu Yang’s order, and let him return to the military area
to listen to the order.”

Wu Yang suppressed his anger and continued.



“Commander, it’s not good to say that you are not in the eyes of that bastard. Otherwise,
why didn’t he come to your birthday banquet?” “From beginning to end, he didn’t take it
seriously.”

Young people, I have the most contact. If I am a little capable, I will be open and defiant.
It is impossible to make a big thing.”

“I advised you at the beginning, this person is not enough to reuse!” “So, Commander, I
suggest Immediately remove him from his post, then send someone to arrest him and
put him in a military prison for trial.”

“In addition, the training of the Qinglong team can’t be left.”

“You must immediately choose another talent to serve as the chief instructor, and start
training immediately!” Orell Lin suggested from the side.

However, Wu Yang sighed: “The above gave us three months, but it has been nearly a
month now.”

“Now I find someone to train, can I still have time?” “Hey, blame me, credulously People,
big things have been delayed~” Wu Yang said anxiously, with all the worries in the
words.

“Commander, why worry?” “Qinglong may be abandoned, but we still have Flying
Eagles!”
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“Well, just as you said, all members of the Flying Eagle team will be recalled to the
military area immediately, and then the devil training will be carried out. Master Solmen
Chan will be the chief instructor and personally guide the training.”

Wu Yang made a decisive decision and immediately followed the Flying Eagle training
plan. Put on the agenda.

“What about the Azure Dragon Team?” “Would you like to disband?” Orell Lin tried to
ask.

Wu Yang thought for a while, shook his head and said, “You don’t need to be dismissed.
Let Qinglong and Feiying continue to receive training, and the two-track parallel.”

“At that time, when the training is over, the two teams will be assessed. The strong will
stay and the weak. Eliminate.”

“Yes, just do it.”



After thinking about the decision, Wu Yang looked at Solmen Chan on the side and said
with shame: “Master Solmen Chan, today, let you watch a joke,” “It’s me Wuyang. I don’t
know people, but I believe in villains.”

“Master Solmen Chan just now read the jokes~” “Now, I can only trouble Master Solmen
Chan as the chief instructor of Noirfork Military Region to help us train Qinglong and Fei.
There are two teams of Eagles.”

Wu Yang said to Solmen Chan very politely.

Solmen Chan nodded: “Commander, you don’t need to be polite. It is also an honor for
my Chen to serve the country.”

“I promise that within two months, the Flying Eagles will be reborn and become the
strongest team in our Yanxia Military Region. “As for Qinglong, I can only say do my
best.”

“After all, a tree that has grown blind will be a little harder to grow back.”

Solmen Chan shook his head and said.

Wu Yang nodded: “Well, it’s okay. Master Chen, you don’t have to be under too much
pressure. I keep the Azure Dragon team, and I just use it as a spare tire for emergencies.
Of course, if they really can’t support the wall in mud, I will They will be dismissed.” In
this way, after deliberation, Wu Yang decided to immediately revoke the post of chief
instructor of the Third Army Mark, and Solmen Chan took over.

In addition, the focus of training has changed from the Qinglong team to the veteran
team of the Noirfork Military Region, the Flying Eagle team.

Both teams were trained by Solmen Chan.

“Well, Master Chen, time is running out. Please take up the training task immediately.”

“As for the formal appointment, after drafting it, I will release it to the public at the latest
tomorrow!” “Master Chen, I depend on you for the honor and shame of Noirfork!”
“Please!” Wu Yang looked at Solmen Chan, but had high hopes for him.

“Commander Wu, don’t worry.”

“I promise someone Chen, I will never insult my life!”

Solmen Chan immediately agreed, and then he and Orell Lin left the room.

After leaving, Orell Lin congratulated him from the side: “Instructor Chen,
congratulations. You are the general right now.”

“Haha~” Orell Lin smiled and complimented.



Solmen Chan’s eyes were full of pride and energetic: “Haha~” “Today is so smooth, it is
thanks to Commander Lin’s dealings.”

“This kindness, I will not forget this kindness.”

Orell Lin replied with a smile: ” Actually, to be honest, I didn’t expect it to be so smooth
today. My original plan was to first promote you to the position of deputy instructor, and
then look for opportunities in the future to replace that Mark.”

“Unexpectedly, that Mark actually gave us such a big gift~” “Haha~” In Orell Lin’s view, if
Mark was not too arrogant, leaving his job without permission, and slack off work, he
would eventually anger Wu Yang, otherwise, Solmen Chan would never Maybe it went
so smoothly, and he became a principal.
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